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ANSWERS TO SUBMITTED QUESTIONS 
Q1 Under section 2.1 – Background, Where the City states it owns approximately three hundred 

and thirty-two (332) mobile/cellular devices; can the City clarify whether it owns these 
devices outright? If the City owns it devices outright, is it the City’s intention to continue 
with this model or there is a requirement for device subsidy? 

A1 The City owns all its devices outright. Our intent is to retire the majority of older devices 
(e.g., iPhone 7 and Samsung Galaxy S5). We are planning on keeping five (5) iPhone 8 
devices and twenty-six (26) iPhone XR devices for seasonal use or for our spare pool. There 
is no requirement for a device subsidy. 

 
Q2 Does the City intend on exercising a full hardware refresh at the start of its new mobility 

agreement? If not, Can the City provide an approximation of the number of devices it intends 
to continue using into the new mobility agreement? 

A2 The City’s intention is to do a full hardware refresh of the older devices that are at least 3 
years old at the start of the new mobility agreement. We have five (5) iPhone 8 devices that 
are new enough that they will likely be used for our seasonal cell phone pool. The City also 
recently purchased twenty-six (26) iPhone XR devices as a result of the current pandemic and 
twenty (20) of these devices are currently assigned to essential services staff on a temporary 
basis. We do not know at this time when the phones will be returned to IT Services but the 
plan is to have the iPhone XR devices to be part of our spare pool. 

 
Q3 Are data-only devices (tablets, modems etc.) on independent plans or do they share with 

City’s smartphone data pool? 

A3 With the exception of one (1) data-only device, the majority of our data-only devices are on a 
shared City pooled data plan. The lone device is on an independent month-to-month plan. 

 
Q4 How does the City’s IT department provision new devices/hardware upgrades to employees? 

Does the City leverage mobile device management and device enrollment? 

A4 The City uses Blackberry UEM to provision all devices to our users, and intends on 
continuing to use this platform moving forward. Users are only required to enter a minimum 
amount of data at the time their devices are provisioned--we do not pre-provision devices or 
use a zero touch deployment.  

o For Apple iOS devices, the City uses Apple’s Device Enrollment Program (with 
Apple Business Manager) where our current provider enrolls the devices into the 
system upon purchase, and these devices are then auto-provisioned within UEM and 
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are available for deployment & can pull the DEP profile from our system shortly after 
purchase. With the DEP program, users are only required to enter their username, a 
pre-configured PIN/Password, and their email account password to have their device 
fully functional.  We also use Apple Business Manager to provision applications from 
the app store that we require our users to have on their devices, without requiring 
them to have an iTunes account. 

 

o For Android devices, the City does not currently use Android Enterprise Enrollment, 
but intends to for new Android devices in a similar fashion whereby users are 
required to enter a minimum amount of information at the time of their enrollment & 
configuration. The City also wishes to provision apps via the Google Play store 
without requiring users to have a Google Play account. 

 
Q5 Can the City describe what type of reporting capabilities it is looking for? 

A5 We are looking for the following reporting capabilities: 

o Monthly breakdown of all charges per user 

o Monthly summary of device balance (if applicable) by user 

o Summary of charges by user 

o Summary of minutes shared & used by user 

o Summary of shared pooled usage in megabytes (MB) by user 

o Monthly usage by user 

 

Q6 Will the City, based on its evaluation criteria, award the RFP to the proponent with the 
highest score? How will the incumbent provider be graded on transition, customer support 
etc? Should we assume the incumbent provider, by default, would receive maximum points 
here? 

A6 Yes, the proponent with the highest score will be considered best overall value for the City. 
All proponents will be evaluated on the basis of their proposals. Each proponent is expected 
to respond to the questions asked in the RFP clearly and concisely with the necessary details 
to aid in a fair and transparent evaluation process. There is no automatic maximum score. 

 
END of Enquiries and Responses 
 
Yours truly, 

 
Gilbert Matembe, SCMP  
Intermediate Buyer, Purchasing 
nwpurchasing@newwestcity.ca  
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